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TABLESCAPING

the of

It’s not  
really about 
what or how 
much you 
have that  
matters.  
When it 
comes to  
topping a  
table, it’s 
about how 
you pull it  
all together.

BY BRAD MEE  
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Love the look of artfully accessorized tables but don’t 

have a clue about how to create one? You’re not alone. Truth is, 

most people have stuff they love, and most love to show it off. 

That means knowingly or not, they become tablescapers, staging 

a mélange of objects throughout their homes. Some are success-

ful; many aren’t. No surprise there. Tablescaping is a skill that 

takes more than a little practice, confidence and know-how to 

perfect. A little instinct and an unerring eye to discern the dif-

ference between cluttered and composed goes a long way, too. If 

your attempts at staging accessories result in lackluster line-ups 

and chaotic clusters, we’re here to help. On the following pages, 

we’ve featured the advice of some local designers, examined the 

artful displays of others and created the following list of our top 

tablescaping tips. 

WHY IT WORKS (opposite page) 

Designers Elizabeth Wixom and Kimberly Rasmussen, principals of ElizabethKimberly Design 

in SLC, staged this symmetrical arrangement with a surprise: not everything matches. The duo es-

tablished a classic balance by anchoring the display with a large centered mirror, then balanced the 

ends with identically paired orbs and wall sconces. For fun, the duo escaped the expected with non-

matching frames and small objects that finish the composition. A casually draped stool also softens 

the setting’s formality while stylishly filling the area below the console. 
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1When selecting objects, view them as forms so that 

you can recognize the relationships between them. 

Are they tall, round, squat, flat, heavy? This will help you 

compose your display without initially becoming distract-

ed by the unique characteristics of each item. Bear in mind 

that a variety of forms animate arrangements. The most 

basic include:

Weight  The visual heft of an object affects an arrange-

ment’s balance, so you should consider this when building 

a display. An item composed of wood, for example, looks 

more massive than a similar piece in glass or reflective 

metal. 

Height  Varied heights add intrigue and dimension. If an 

item needs a little boost, place it on a book, pedestal or 

acrylic block for additional height.

Mass  Large pieces help to anchor arrangements. Try 

positioning the largest pieces first and then stage smaller 

objects of assorted shapes and textures around them.

Scale  An object’s size needs to suit that of its table and of 

the room in which it is staged. Whether something is too 

tiny or brutally large, incompatibly sized items can ruin 

even the most appealing compositions. 

2   Stretch beyond symmetry. Yes, a perfectly balanced 

display creates order and calm, but it can also trigger 

boredom. Why not add a shot of the unexpected to sym-

metrical displays? Try establishing perfect balance with 

larger items and then integrating a touch of asymmetry 

with non-matching smaller items that play off of each 

other. The sense of balance remains, but the predictability 

disappears. For a more adventurous and less rigid look, 

consider asymmetry. With this approach, the objects on 

each side of a table’s center are often dissimilar, yet some 

sense of visual balance exists. For example, a single, larger 

object can counterbalance a mass of smaller pieces. Weight, 

height or color can be used to maintain balance. Asymmet-

ric compositions are definitely tricky to master and require 

lots of practice.
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WHY IT WORKS

Design principal Jessica Ben-

nett, along with her senior design-

ers Suzanne Hall and Christy 

Cook of Alice Lane Collection, se-

lected functional objects—coast-

ers, candles, books, a magnifying 

glass and even a bowl of fruit—to 

shape this simple composition. 

“There is no ugly side to any of the 

items,” says Bennett, which she 

points out is essential when staged 

on a mirrored surface. “You see 

everything.” Candlesticks provide 

essential height on the low-sitting 

table, while books and an elegant 

stool anchor the space below. The 

stool can be used for extra seating, 

if needed.
Alice Lane’s Christy Cook, Jessica 
Bennett and Suzanne Hall
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BOHEMIAN

The casual “plopped, not propped” look results from carefully layered 

objects unified by timeworn patinas. 

The blanket draped across the stool, as well as the scarf tied around 

the white vase, softens and personalizes the display. 

Stacked books heighten the lamp and add to the “collected” style.
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MAKING 
ARRANGEMENTS
Intrigued by the idea of staging one table three 
different ways, we challenged designer Linda 
Johnson to play display diva in her own home. 

The Raw Materials

One table, one vase and one bench plus a home filled with art and ac-

cessories. 

The Challenge

Stage three distinctively different asymmetrical vignettes.

The Strategy

“Always build from the basics—a table, a lamp and three objects,” ad-

vises Johnson. Feeling adventurous? She suggests adding art, perhaps 

a bench and more objects (or groupings) in odd numbers totaling five or 

seven. “The more elements you add, the more important it is that they 

relate to each other through shape, color, texture or theme.” Most im-

portantly, have fun and embrace change. “When objects sit static over 

time, they become invisible to you. Change it up!” 

CONTEMPORARY

Clean lines, minimal layers and a straightfor-

ward black and white color palette—popped 

with a jolt of red—define the mod, unclut-

tered style. 

A tray creates a single statement compris-

ing the objects it contains. The art and lamp 

complete the table display’s simple triangle 

of focal points.  

Stacked books modernize the bench and link 

it through color to the display above. 

TRANSITIONAL

The color orange keeps the 

eye moving around the dis-

play, from the John Collins 

painting to the small Asian 

jar and the lacquered tray. 

Punctuations of white 

also add movement to the 

arrangement, preventing it 

from appearing still or static.

The large lamp is coun-

terbalanced by the visual 

weight of grouped white 

accessories linked by the oil 

painting displayed behind 

them.

The tray-topped stool is 

centered beneath the tablet 

to anchor the vignette. 
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WHY IT WORKS

Big table, big room, big accessories. “Don’t be afraid to use large scale 

when you have the space,” says Elizabeth Wixom. She and Kimberly 

Rasmussen chose a natural theme that unifies the grouping, peppered 

yellow through as the primary accent color and chose big, but definitely 

not bulky, objects. “Transparent lanterns, tall twigs and large hoops of 

weathered wood provide dramatic scale without detracting from the 

room’s open airy feel,” says Rasmussen. They also provide an intriguing 

assortment of shapes. To add an element of surprise, the duo draped a 

white cowhide across the table to protect its surface while creating a 

shot of glamour.
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WHY IT WORKS

Pale lavender pillows, flowers 

and a runner fashioned from a 

length of unfinished fabric pro-

vide the thread of color that ties 

the setting together. Sparkling 

glass and white porcelain rein-

force the unified look. “Repeti-

tion creates continuity,” says 

Rasmussen. The predetermined 

garden theme with a touch of 

glamour guided the designer’s 

display. “A predetermined 

look and feel helps prevent the 

inclusion of objects that don’t 

belong,” says Wixom. Inching 

sofas close to the table shapes 

the cozy grouping and helps the 

table escape from its traditional 

use. “Dining at a coffee table is 

so social and intimate. It really 

creates an experience,” Ras-

mussen says. 

TURNING TABLES
A design duo redefines the  

predictable look and purpose of 

the ubiquitous coffee table

Who says coffee tables are just for 

cradling cappuccinos and stacks 

of books? Certainly not designers 

Elizabeth Wixom and Kimberly 

Rasmussen. “Think of them as 

stages where you express your 

style,” says Rasmussen. And, Wix-

om adds, you can even use them as 

intimate dining tables. This talented 

duo did both, dressing a large white 

table as a high-style platform as 

well as the star of a chic dining 

spot. Both treatments capitalized 

on the designers’ creativity and 

well-honed tablescaping skills. 

                                                                                                                      

The centerpiece’s cherry 

branches add height, while 

lavender hydrangeas and 

white roses help establish 

the setting’s color palette. 

Bamboo chargers and 

moss-wrapped calla lilies 

suggest an elegant, yet 

casual, garden theme. 

Soft-hued pillows link the 

white sofas to the table’s 

subtle color story.

A sofa table serves as a 

close-at hand buffet during 

the dinner party.

Elizabeth Wixom 
and Kimberly Rasmussen
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3Mix it up. Unless you’re intentionally making a bold 

statement with a group of identical pieces (which  

can be very dramatic and eye-catching in the right setting), 

combine dissimilar objects and textures to create interest.

4 Is your table static, showcasing the same objects in 

the same manner as it has for years? Afraid to move 

a bowl an inch to the right and ruin your composition? 

Embrace change. Act as the curator of your tabletop displays, 

rotating objects in and out based on the seasons or your  

passions of the moment. Today it may be glass orbs. Next 

week, who knows? Change adds life to your tabletop  

arrangements. 

5Reject the idea that the cost or value of items has 

anything to do with the strength or quality of a dis-

play. A seashell, old book or dime store toy can have just as 

much decorative impact as a Faberge egg or a pair of crystal 

vases. Many eye-catching compositions are simple tributes to 

everyday objects.

TALL ORDER
Reach new heights with  
sky-reaching displays

The pros at LMK Interior Design 

have conquered more than their 

share of lofty living quarters, entries 

and hallway spaces. The trick: “Build 

up,” says Mark Kizerian. He, Richard 

Miller and Rion Locke did just that, beginning with a long-legged  

console by Bolier & Company and working their way up from there. 

A chrome floor lamp becomes a table lamp as it adds drama, 

height and illumination to the display. Repeating the lamp’s bright 

metallic finish, a shallow bowl and the hurricane lamp’s edging 

increase the bling factor. “It freshens the display,” says Locke. 

“It’s important to repeat elements,” says Kizerian.  

The white and black statements, chrome finish, red wood tone and 

cylindrical shapes recur.   

The lighting and directional setting of the accessories 

accentuates the framed art piece, reinforcing its importance as the 

primary focal point.  

Tall, curly willow branches extend upward while repeating the 

red finish and grain of the mahogany table

Four matching candlesticks are arranged symmetrically be-

low the table while accessories on the tabletop are displayed asym-

metrically. “Dissimilar forms unified and balanced through materials, 

shapes and finishes creates interest,” says Miller. 

6 To prevent your composition from looking chaotic, 

identify an element or characteristic that connects 

disparate objects—a theme, color or texture, for example—

and use it to unify the individual pieces into one cohesive 

display. Own a group of dissimilar blue objects? Great. Let 

the hue, captured in a variety of materials and forms, be the 

glue that holds the arrangement together. 

7 Consider the point of view. Will you look into the 

display only from the front? Will it be staged on an 

oval table, viewed like a theater-in-the-round? Maybe it 

will be set on a low table and admired from above. It is 

important that the vignette, and the individual pieces com-

prising it, suit the manner in which it is seen. Items with 

definite fronts and backs, for example, aren’t well suited for 

round table displays. 

8 Create layers. 3-D isn’t only hot in Hollywood, it’s 

key to creating dimension and drama in tabletop 

displays. By layering objects, whether from front to back or 
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THINGS WE LOVE

LIFT OFFS

How do the LMK pros heighten the impact 

of their displays? Lucite blocks. Available 

in a range of sizes and thicknesses, these 

simple pieces elevate objects while adding 

to their visual impact. “Anything becomes 

more beautiful when set on these transpar-

ent stages,” says Miller. Starting at $21 

each, LMK Interior Design, SLC.

stacked top to bottom, you can unite individual pieces into 

a single, solid group and, at the same time, create depth. 

Bear in mind that mirrors and pictures staged behind an ar-

rangement serve as components of the overall composition. 

9Think outside of the box and stage tables for non-

traditional purposes. Who says coffee tables can’t 

serve as stylized dining surfaces, consoles as desks and 

small end tables as short pedestals? 

10 Use a tray. We’ve said it before: Trays are magi-

cal for creating parameters on a table’s top while 

transforming a collection of many pieces into a single focal 

point. 

11 Do it up down under. Use the space beneath a 

table for displays just as you do the top of the 

table. A leather stool, painted trunk, stacked books or a trio 

of colorful ceramic jars can all enhance your overall pre-

sentation. A warning: Poorly staged objects under a table 

resemble storage. The display must be well composed. 

12 Consider the table itself when creating a 

composition. The color, material and style of the 

table can contribute to or detract from the style or theme 

of the display. An arrangement of seashells and nautical 

memorabilia is better staged on a gray-washed, casual con-

sole than a heavily carved, Baroque-style table. 

13 Go with your instincts. It matters most that your 

display looks and feels good to you. If you’re 

unhappy with something you’ve arranged, break it down 

and start over. Practice makes perfect. 

14 Make it personal. The best tablescapes commu-

nicate their owners’ passions and personal styles. 

Include cherished collectibles, treasures acquired through 

travel and things that make you smile, from fresh flowers 

to family photos. Be discerning, but don’t shy away from 

a shot of wit or whimsy. A touch of the unexpected can 

instantly transform a ho-hum display into a stylish salute 

to one’s memories and mementos.  USD

GROUP LESSONS
Stylish tablescapes  

that teach

Layer and lean for  
impact, and extend be-
yond the boundaries of 

the table (like art hung on 
an adjoining wall). 

Design by Kari Armstrong

Repeat shapes.  
The round globe suits  

and accentuates the  
similarly shaped table.  

Design by  
Alice Lane Collection, Orem

Stage space under the 
table, and unify it to 

the display above  
using repeated colors,  
elements and shapes.  

Design by Harman-Wilde  
Interior Design, SLC

Build with books. They 
elevate objects, repeat 

color and add antiquity. 
Design by  

Barclay Butera, Park City

Position glass objects  
on mirrored tabletops  

to add sparkle  
and enhance the  

surface’s reflections.  
Design by AMB Designs, SLC


